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SoutronSOLO for Small Libraries & Information Centres
SoutronSOLO is designed with simplicity in mind and takes digital data and references to physical items and
transform them into a searchable and easily accessible database with an intuitive Search Portal.

SoutronSOLO is a straightforward, no fuss approach to processing data in a single database with the functions
needed to provide an efficient library service. This cost effective solution suits the needs of part-time or solo staff
who work within a smaller library with a small budget. No matter what the size of your organisation or facility, the
latest web technologies maximise efficiency and make your information easy and fast to search.

KEEP THINGS SIMPLE WITH YOUR LIBRARY IN THE CLOUD
SoutronSOLO is a Cloud-based system so there is no call on your internal IT department to implement or provide
support. A unique URL gives you immediate access to your new system. We can convert your existing data into
SoutronSOLO quickly and give access to catalogue your new book titles with very little manual effort. SoutronSOLO
manages both physical and digital content including PDFs, images and Office Documents.
There is no need for on-site visits to set systems up (unless you really want to see
us) it’s all done remotely which means reduced implementation time and reduced
costs. All updates and changes are applied automatically and keeps up-to-date with
the latest web and browser technologies. The system is intuitive and simple to use
so you won’t have to spend hours learning a new system.

FAST AND FLEXIBLE
SoutronSOLO comes ready to use, with pre-defined templates for
managing books, journals, articles and much more. There is no
need for configuration - it’s set up ready to go.

The system has a very visual Search Portal that brings content
together under a single search and makes it easy for professionals
such as engineers, architects, lawyers, students able to find what
they want quickly and easily.

SoutronSOLO helps you to by letting users do more for themselves.
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DATA SECURITY – YOUR DATA IS SAFE WITH US
Soutron’s ISO 27001 Quality Accredited Data Centres are based in the UK and use SSL/TLS Certificates and IP
access controls. Data is backed up hourly and data is held in an individual SQL database for each client.

Data conversion and pre-built reports are included as part of the service. A decision to move to SoutronSOLO is
simple. We make it easy, fast and low cost to operate a library using web technologies.

Here are just a few of the key features found in SoutronSOLO
 Single library with up to 3 concurrent administrator users
 Upgrade your OPAC to a Search Portal - mobile friendly, custom branded
 Up to 30,000 titles and unlimited copies
 Save time and use our integrated copy-Cataloguing facility
 Predefined record templates, ready to use including Books, Articles, Journals and Precedents etc.
 Real-time full text indexing of records and documents (PDF, Office)
 Track requests and enquiries / create Know How
 Ready made Management Reports and Search Usage Statistics
 Add Barcode or RFID technologies to track circulation
 Soutron single point of contact for support

SoutronSOLO - simple no fuss library automation
For Libraries with more administrative users, needing multiple Search Portals over multiple-sites and a larger
database, Soutron Library System might be more suitable. Compare features and facilities on our web pages.
Soutron offers a comprehensive service to support information management needs.

NEXT STEPS
To find out more about how Soutron will transform your Information Service, please, get in touch:

UK and Worldwide

North America

Soutron Limited
Highgate House
Burley Hill
Derby DE22 2ET

SoutronGlobal
1042 N. El Camino Real
Suite B-215 Encinitas
CA 92024

T: +44 (0)1332 844 030
info@soutron.com
www.soutron.com

T: +1 (0)760 870 4243
info@soutronglobal.com
www.soutronglobal.com
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